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Please call Member Services at View all Volvo Vehicles. Current Model. This combination
returned mpg overall in our tests. The T6 brings all-wheel drive, plus a more powerful hp
four-cylinder that is turbocharged and supercharged. A plug-in hybrid with miles of electric
range is also available. In typical Volvo fashion, the ride is stiff. Handling is sound but
unexceptional. The S60 is plagued with Volvo's unintuitive infotainment system, which requires
too much swiping, tapping, and eyes off the road. The S60 comes standard with AEB that has
the ability to recognize and respond to pedestrians and cyclists. For , BSW and rear cross traffic
warning are standard. A V60 wagon is also offered. Road Test. Predicted Reliability. Predicted
Owner Satisfaction. The redesigned S60 sedan is quiet, has an uncluttered and elegant interior,
and comfortable seats. The T5 uses an energetic hp, turbo four-cylinder engine that drives the
front wheels. This combination returned 26 mpg overall in our tests. The T6 brings all-wheel
drive, plus a more powerful hp four-cylinder that is both turbocharged and supercharged.
Unfortunately, the S60 is plagued with Volvo's unintuitive infotainment system, which requires
too much swiping, tapping and eyes off the road. The S60 comes standard with automatic
emergency braking with the ability to recognize and respond to pedestrians and cyclists. Blind
spot warning and rear cross-traffic warning are optional. A redesign made the S60 much nicer,
with agile handling and a taut, steady ride. The standard T5 is pretty lively, but the top-level T6
is quicker and more refined. Among the advanced safety gear is an innovation Volvo called
"City Safety". This helps prevent low-speed crashes by scanning the road ahead, sounding an
alarm and applying the brakes if you are likely to collide with the car in front of you. This feature
has since spread throughout the industry. Today, it is known as forward collision mitigation.
The T5's five-cylinder engine can sound gruff, but provides lively acceleration and respectable
fuel economy. The interior is quiet, neatly finished and front-seat comfort is excellent. However,
the rear seats are best suited for children and trunk capacity is meager. One of the first of the
new breed of attractively styled Volvos, the S60 sedan was more stylish than the boxy S70 it
replaced, but rather disappointing overall. The ride, though better than the S70's, is still a bit
stiff and jiggly, and handling is neither agile nor sporty. With its hp turbocharged five-cylinder
engine, the 2. The higher-performance T5 doesn't feel as quick as its hp rating would suggest.
An AWD option arrived for The cabin is quiet, and the seats are very comfortable, though the
rear accommodations are cramped. The S60's confusing audio controls were improved for
Show Older Volvos. First Drive: Polestar 2 Confuses and Frustrates. This all-new electric vehicle
from an all-new brand frequently left us scratching our heads. Before you buy, make sure the
car fits your size. These 10 models are selling well below their sticker price, according to CR's
exclusive analysis of car deals. Latest Volvo Videos. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select
Another Vehicle. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to
ratings and reviews. Confident, athletic and elegant, the S60 is the essence of good
Scandinavian design. A dynamic sedan, one that projects confidence without shouting. It's a
drive that will inspire and excite you, one where effortless perfomance, an advanced chassis
and intuitive technology combine to create a car that celebrates the joy of the road through the
quality of its design. From inside to out, the S60 is a sedan that will be a delight to the senses,
whatever the driving situation. The Volvo S60 is built for driving pleasure, with sophisticated
suspension that gives it exceptional poise and responsiveness on the road. Supportive seats, a
driver-focused dashboard and intuitive controls create an environment focused on enjoying the
journey. Powerful proportions, sculpted sides and a sleek profile make the S60 a sedan with a
uniquely dynamic, elegant presence. Advanced, lightweight petrol engine gives responsive
acceleration. Discover more about the new S60 â€” the elegant, dynamic and connected sedan
that redefines what it means to drive. The S60 celebrates the joy of driving through design.
Scandinavian elegance and dynamic attitude combine to give it a purposeful, focused presence.
It is a car that confidently communicates its ability on the road. Distinctive details enhance the
powerful character of the S60 and identify it as one of the new generation of Volvo cars. The
prominent front grille wears its Volvo emblem proudly, while the long bonnet and deep front
bumper express power. At the rear, the boot edge kicks upwards for a sportier attitude and
better aerodynamics at speed. The S60 inspires driving, with a chassis that strikes a balance
between comfort and control. Precise, responsive steering connects you to the road. Our T4
powertrains can be complemented by adaptive drive modes, allowing you to alter the way the
S60 drives to suit the road ahead. Eco mode, for example, recalibrates the powertrain for the
lowest possible fuel consumption and emissions, while Dynamic sharpens response times,
reacting faster to your commands. Purity, quality and fitness for purpose are the cornerstones
of both Scandinavian interior design and the interior of the S Welcome to an uncluttered,

inspiring space. The S60 is tailored for a spirited drive. The sleek centre touch screen is your
intuitive command centre, while unique air vents have slender, metal-finished controls with
diamond-pattern finishes. The same finish is used for the starter knob, driving mode controller
and steering wheel controls. Our seats are renowned for their long-distance comfort, and the
new-generation seats in the S60 provide support that leaves you feeling fresh after any journey.
The Perforated Fine Nappa Leather front seats feature perforated Nappa Leather on the seating
panels and contrasting stitching for a sporty, luxurious look and feel and includes seat
ventilation for optimised comfort. The panoramic roof available for the S60 bathes the interior in
natural light. It features a power-operated sunshade that makes it easy to keep strong light out if
necessary, while the front part of the roof can be tilted or opened to provide extra ventilation. A
centre display with touch screen is the effortless way to connect with your S It has a portrait
format that makes reading information easy and reduces scrolling, while the The T4 engine
balance responsiveness with efficiency, Compact and light, these four-cylinder powertrains
reduce weight over the front wheels, helping to improve agility and the way the car responds to
your driving inputs. Smart technology that keeps you connected, entertained and makes life
less complicated. Intuitive technology in the S60 helps get you where you need to go quickly
and easily. The clear graphics of Sensus Navigation are easy to read, while the portrait format of
the centre display means maps scroll less and are able to show more of the road that you are
travelling on. With its clear mapping, seamless connectivity and ease of use, Sensus Navigation
is your companion on every drive, taking care of the journey and leaving you to enjoy every
moment. Immerse yourself in the clarity and detail of your favourite music in the S Apple
CarPlay is a trademark of Apple Inc. Pilot Assist is a support function that helps make driving in
heavy traffic less tiring. This driver assistance feature builds on the adaptive cruise control
function â€” so as well as keeping a set speed and distance to the vehicle in front of you, it also
uses steering inputs to keep you in the centre of your lane. The park assist camera can assist
the driver when maneuvering in tight spaces by indicating obstacles with a camera image and
graphics in the center display provide extra assistance for smooth parking. The innovative
safety features that make the S60 a safe place for you and your passengers are the result of
decades of innovation. City Safety is a Volvo Cars innovation that helps to protect people inside
and outside the S60 by spotting potential danger and helping you avoid it. Radar and camera
technology identifies other vehicles, cyclists, pedestrians and large animals ahead, day or
night. In the S60, City Safety also includes Steering Support, which helps you steer away from
danger as effectively and safely as possible. Run-off road Mitigation is a standard safety feature
of the S60 that makes it less likely for the car to be steered off the road accidentally. It can then
use steering and â€” if necessary â€” brake support to guide the car back. Supplementing this
is Run-off Road Protection, which helps to reduce the chances of serious injury if the car does
leave the road. It includes energy-absorbing front seat frames that cushion vertical impact in a
hard landing, as well as optional safety belts that hold you tight, even before impact. Tailor your
S60 to perfectly fit your life with a range of exclusive accessories. For an even more purposeful
presence, add an exterior styling kit that includes front and rear splitters, front and rear side
deflectors, sill mouldings, a rear diffuser and integrated dual split end pipes that create a
powerful impression. Create your perfect Volvo S Choose from a wide range of colours,
specifications and accessories. The S60 in pictures. XC90 Excellence. The New S Concept Cars.
Discover Concept Cars. Why Volvo. Our heritage Concepts Child safety. Buy Online. Find A
Dealer. Book Now. One more car. To help save more lives. The all-new Volvo S Designed for
driving Confident, athletic and elegant, the S60 is the essence of good Scandinavian design.
Interior Exterior. The S60 highlights Created for driving The Volvo S60 is built for driving
pleasure, with sophisticated suspension that gives it exceptional poise and responsiveness on
the road. In the zone Supportive seats, a driver-focused dashboard and intuitive controls create
an environment focused on enjoying the journey. A dynamic presence Powerful proportions,
sculpted sides and a sleek profile make the S60 a sedan with a uniquely dynamic, elegant
presence. Powerful response Advanced, lightweight petrol engine gives responsive
acceleration. Design with purpose The S60 celebrates the joy of driving through design.
Dynamism in detail Distinctive details enhance the powerful character of the S60 and identify it
as one of the new generation of Volvo cars. Control The S60 inspires driving, with a chassis that
strikes a balance between comfort and control. Drive your way Our T4 powertrains can be
complemented by adaptive drive modes, allowing you to alter the way the S60 drives to suit the
road ahead. A luxurious Scandinavian interior Purity, quality and fitness for purpose are the
cornerstones of both Scandinavian interior design and the interior of the S Contemporary
craftsmanship The S60 is tailored for a spirited drive. Legendary seat comfort Our seats are
renowned for their long-distance comfort, and the new-generation seats in the S60 provide
support that leaves you feeling fresh after any journey. Your window to the sky The panoramic

roof available for the S60 bathes the interior in natural light. The human touch A centre display
with touch screen is the effortless way to connect with your S Performance through innovation
The T4 engine balance responsiveness with efficiency, Compact and light, these four-cylinder
powertrains reduce weight over the front wheels, helping to improve agility and the way the car
responds to your driving inputs. Your well-connected guide Intuitive technology in the S60
helps get you where you need to go quickly and easily. Sensus Navigation With its clear
mapping, seamless connectivity and ease of use, Sensus Navigation is your companion on
every drive, taking care of the journey and leaving you to enjoy every moment. Hear the
difference Immerse yourself in the clarity and detail of your favourite music in the S Make
driving less tiring Pilot Assist is a support function that helps make driving in heavy traffic less
tiring. Get a better view The park assist camera can assist the driver when maneuvering in tight
spaces by indicating obstacles with a camera image and graphics in the center display provide
extra assistance for smooth parking. Safer, by design The innovative safety features that make
the S60 a safe place for you and your passengers are the result of decades of innovation. See
more, stay safer City Safety is a Volvo Cars innovation that helps to protect people inside and
outside the S60 by spotting potential danger and helping you avoid it. On the right track Run-off
road Mitigation is a standard safety feature of the S60 that makes it less likely for the car to be
steered off the road accidentally. Designed by you For an even more purposeful presence, add
an exterior styling kit that includes front and rear splitters, front and rear side deflectors, sill
mouldings, a rear diffuser and integrated dual split end pipes that create a powerful impression.
Load more. Show less. Make it yours Create your perfect Volvo S Explore the S Volvo S60 is a 5
seater sedan car available at a price of Rs. It is available in only one variant and It is available in
only in Red colour. Volvo S60 comes with BS6 compliant petrol engine only. The petrol engine
of S60 is a cc unit which generates a power of bhp and a torque of nm. The S60 is available only
with an automatic transmission. The new Volvo S60 comes at an introductory price of Rs This
price will be applicable for a limited number of bookings, which have begun online. Deliveries
will commence from mid-March. The S60 will be offered in a sole T4 Inscription variant. S60
Book Online Rs. The S60 may be the last pick when it comes time to test drive cars, but this
Swede has all the potential to spring a surprise. The ex-showroom price of top variant of Volvo
S60 is Delhi. Loan against car - your old car will pay for your new car! Thank you! Your question
has been submitted and is under moderartion. You will receive all communications on :. Volvo
S60 Volvo S60 is a 5 seater sedan car available at a price of Rs. Have a question in mind? Ask
Your Question. Your Question should contain at least 5 characters Submit Cancel. Available
EMI Options. The S60 will be offered with a 2. The sedan gets an 8-speed automatic gearbox
mated with the front-wheel drivetrain. Volvo will feature the S60 with an panoramic sunroof,
Harman Kardon sound system, wireless phone charger, four-zone climate control, auto
headlamps and wipers and powered front seats. Safety is taken care of with lane keep assist,
road sign information, city safety, mitigation as well as Pilot Assist and run-off-road protection.
The S60 also comes with autonomous driving capabilities up to kmph, where the car takes care
of throttle, accelerator, steering and brake inputs. Read More. Share your experiences with S60?
Submit Review Submit Review. Start a new comparison. What is the top speed of Volvo S60?
The brand hasn't shared its actual top speed officially yet. However, the brand has limited its
top speed at kmph as per Volvo's new safety protocol. Will the ground clearance be more than
mm? The brand hasn't shared ground clearance for Volvo S60 officially yet. Is diesel variant
available in Volvo S60 ? No, Volvo S60 is available with a 2. Volvo S60 Expert Reviews. Volvo S
First Drive Review. Volvo S60 Images. All S60 Images. Jan 20, By Team ZigWheels. Choose your
city. Popular Cities. Emission Norm Compliance. BS VI. Fuel Type. Max Torque. No Of Cylinders.
Seating Capacity. S60 T4 Inscription cc Petrol Automatic. Contact Dealer. Coronavirus update:
New contactless services to help keep you safe. This was a disaster. Told the car was in great
shape. Started smoking on the drive to the prepurchase mechanic. The car was leaking from the
head gaskets, the turbo Nice enough salesman but overall horrid experience. Stay away. Was
very happy with my experience at crown motors. The sales people were very nice and helpful.
Round recommend them highly! Dealer was very responsive and remained consistent with
trying to help me in my search. Low pressure. Encouraged me to take the vehicle for a long test
drive wherever I wanted to go not a short planned out route. I had a wonderful experience
visiting with the guy at Bravo. He was very helpful, sent me additional information on the car
and we had a great conversation on the phone. Great seller and very knowledgeable car guy.
Wonderful experience. Hummers paint was in bad condition. It was not ready to be shown. We
drove 7 hours to buy it, cash in hand. Was a wasted trip. Got a quick answer although vehicle
was not ready for showing. I was told it was in a minor fender bender and it was getting a touch
up. I took my business somewhere else. No complaints. I ended up not purchasing the vehicle I
wanted because of its year and mileage, due to its not meeting the financer's requirements. All

in all it was a very good, very smooth meeting. Tony lives up to his good reputation. I got a
great car. It's a Nissan Juke. I love this car and iys a Turbo. I really got an incredible deal,
seriously. Thanks CarGurus. I put this company at the top of my list an would refer all my
friends to CarGurus for real. Amazing experience! Tony was patient, very friendly, professional
and made sure my needs were met during my car buying experience. Thanks Alfa Motors.
Highly recommend! We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available.
Request Information. Why Use CarGurus? Volvo dealers in Atlanta GA. Volvo dealers in
Chicago IL. Volvo dealers in Dallas TX. Volvo dealers in Houston TX. Volvo dealers in Los
Angeles CA. Volvo dealers in Miami FL. Volvo dealers in New York NY. Volvo dealers in
Philadelphia PA. Volvo dealers in Washington DC. Volvo V70 R For Sale 5 listings. Over the
course of a year, we've driven our Volvo S60 over 20, miles. The S60 has touched 10 states,
been on a couple cross-country trips , and gone on multiple weekend trips. Although it hasn't
seen much activity these past few months, our beloved Volvo has traveled a long way. And it
hasn't disappointed us. Its looks and comfort continue to please us, and we're satisfied with its
technology and the way it handles. The S60 is not the best sport sedan, but it's also not trying
to be that. Instead, it focuses more on delivering an enjoyable experience. But after 20,, how
reliable is the Volvo S60? The short answer is yes, but we've had a couple of hiccups along the
way. The first one was replacing the evaporative emissions tubeâ€”which we had to do twice.
Although we spent less than two hours at the dealer waiting for it to be fixed, it's a common
problem. The other issue is with the panoramic sunroof, which tends to get jammed when it's
closing. We haven't been able to fix it yet, but per our Volvo dealer, this is a common issue.
We're not exactly sure how long it will take to repair this, but we hope to find out before our load
ends. We've also had a few instances where the automatic emergency braking system
activating randomly. An alarm sounds loudly in the cabin as the head-up display shows a
blinking red graph of a car crashing. This has happened with and without other cars around.
The system cuts power and applies the brakes for a split second, then it shuts off and
everything returns to normal. Volvo issued a safety recall regarding the pedestrian automatic
emergency braking, but this was only related to the system not engaging as intended. After the
recall, we've experienced the issue at least twice in the past two months. Other than these
points, the Volvo S60 has been a stable horse. Despite the dealer visits, we haven't spent a
single penny for the repairs and maintenance costs. We're looking forward to driving the S60 a
few more weeks before we wave adios. Stay tuned for our verdict. Close Ad. Watch Originals.
Join MotorTrend. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. View stock. The Volvo S At the heart of
the S60 is a great driving experience that makes this sedan a car that you really enjoy spending
time in. On the kind of roads you drive home or just for the enjoyment of driving, the S60 is your
perfect companion. Inside and out, the S60 embodies Scandinavian design. You see it in the
elegant and uncluttered interior, with its alluring blend of modern materials and traditional
craftsmanship; in the confident presence the S60 has on the road. Refine search. Distance
ascending Distance descending Price descending Price ascending Mileage descending Mileage
ascending Year descending Year ascending Model ascending Model descending. Vehicle
equipment Leather seats Power seat Keyless entry. Full details. Favorites Favorites. Compare
Compare. About this car 20 Images Contact dealer. Volvo 2. About this car Contact dealer. S60
T5 FWD. Vehicle details , mi Gasoline Automatic 2. About this car 10 Images Contact dealer.
Vehicle equipment Bluetooth Power seat. S60 T5. Vehicle equipment Bluetooth Power seat
Keyless entry. Kempthorn Motors, Inc. Vehicle equipment Bluetooth Leather seats Power seat.
About this car 16 Images Contact dealer. About this car 19 Images Contact dealer. S60 T6 AWD.
About this car 4 Images Contact dealer. Vehicle equipment Bluetooth Sunroof Power seat
Keyless entry. Load 12 more. Notice: cpo. We make every effort to provide you with the most
accurate, up-to-the-minute information however it is your responsibility to verify with your
dealer that the details are correct. We cannot be responsible for typographical and other errors,
including data transmission or software errors that may appear on the site. If the posted price,
incentive, offer or other service is incorrect due to typographical error your local dealer is only
responsible to honor the correct price, incentive or offer. Under California law "advertised
price" does not include, certain listed fees such as taxes, vehicle registration fees, smog

compliance-related fees, tire fees, and document fees. Search Go. Volvo S You can edit the
name of your vehicle by clicking the pencil icon on the right. Something went wrong. Please try
again. Select Your Vehicle Below:. VIN Go. No vehicles found. Select your vehicle below:. Your
Cart. Continue Shopping View Cart. Tabbing past or clicking of this link will close the Cart.
Home Volvo S Genuine Volvo S60 Parts. Only Genuine Volvo parts are backed by Volvo's
legendary reputation for quality and safety. Every OEM Volvo part we sell was built with the
same care and attention to detail as your Volvo, so why choose anything less? Our detailed
parts diagrams make finding the exact parts you need easier than ever. Our experienced staff is
standing by to connect you with
2001 ford mustang thermostat
electrical wiring diagram software open source
grid tie inverter wiring diagram
the best OEM Volvo parts. Select a Volvo S60 Year. Select a Category. Shop Volvo Accessories
by Category A fit for every function. Customize your Volvo with our complete range of Genuine
Accessories. View All Volvo Accessories. Audio and Entertainment. Every outdoor condition,
mastered. Volvo S60 Comfort Accessories prepare you and your Volvo to face it all. Pack and
Load. Your Volvo, custom to your aesthetic. Tech and Sound. Shop Genuine Volvo S60
Maintenance Kits by Mileage Nothing lasts forever, but with proper care, your Volvo will
function at peak performance for many miles. Maintain your Volvo to manufacturer-approved
specifications with a selection of mileage-specific kits. Select a vehicle above to see kits. Legal
Policies Data Requests. Find us on Facebook. While every reasonable effort is made to ensure
the accuracy of this data, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these
pages. Please verify any information in question with a sales representative.

